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EXTENDING ERDO˝S- BECK’S THEOREM TO HIGHER DIMENSIONS
THAO DO1
ABSTRACT. Erdo˝s-Beck theorem states that n points in the plane with at most n − x points
collinear define at least cxn lines for some positive constant c. It implies n points in the plane
define Θ(n2) lines unless most of the points (i.e. n− o(n) points) are collinear.
In this paper, we will present two ways to extend this result to higher dimensions. Given
a set S of n points in Rd, we want to estimate a lower bound of the number of hyperplanes
they define (a hyperplane is defined or spanned by S if it contains d+ 1 points of S in general
position). Our first result says the number of spanned hyperplanes is at least cxnd−1 if there
exists some hyperplane that contains n− x points of S and saturated (as defined in Definition
1.3). Our second result says n points in Rd defineΘ(nd) hyperplanes unless most of the points
belong to the union of a collection of flats whose sum of dimension is strictly less than d.
Our result has application to point-hyperplane incidences and potential application to the
point covering problem.
1. INTRODUCTION
Given a set S of n points in the plane, we say a line l is a spanning line of S (or l is spanned
by S) if l contains at least two distinct points of S. The following theorem was proposed by
Erdo˝s and proved by Beck in [3]:
Theorem 1.1. [Erdo˝s- Beck’s theorem, 1983] Any set S of n points in R2 among which at
most n− x points are collinear spans at least cxn lines for some positive constant c.
As a corollary:
Corollary 1.2. On the plane, for each β ∈ (0, 1), there exists γ > 0 depending on β such that
for any set S of n points, either a line contains βn points of S, or the number of spanning
lines exceeds γn2.
Indeed, if no line contains βn points of S then by theorem 1.1, the number of spanning lines
is at least c(n− βn)n = c(1− β)n2, so we can take γ = c(1− β).
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Erdo˝-Beck’s theorem is one of the most well-known applications of the celebrated Sze-
mere´di-Trotter theorem [10], even though in his original proof, Beck does not use this theorem
but a weaker version of it. This theorem in turn has many applications to other geometric prob-
lems such as in point-hyperplane incidences (see [5]), in various problems involving volumes
of tetrahedra (see [4]).
There are two directions to extend Erdo˝s-Beck’s theorem: to other fields or to higher dimen-
sions. Since Szemere´di-Trotter theorem does not hold in finite fields, we only obtain partial
results (see for example [6], [7]). As mentioned in section 2.2 in [5], not much is known in
higher dimensions. In this paper, we will present two ways to extend this result to Rd for any
d ≥ 3, the first one resembles theorem 1.1 and the second one resembles corollary 1.2.
From now on, d is some fixed integer (d ≥ 2) and n is rather big compared to d. Before
stating the first result, we need to define rich and saturated flats. Saturated hyperplanes was
introduced in [5] in order to obtain some meaningful point-hyperplane incidence bounds. In
this paper, we extend this idea to saturated flats.
Definition 1.3. Given a set S of n points and a k-dimensional flat F in Rd. LetHS(F ) denote
the number of (k − 1)-dimensional hyperplane in F spanned by S ∩ F . F is called k-rich if
|F ∩ S| ≥ k; F is called γ-saturated if HS(F ) ≥ γ|F ∩ S|
d−1.
We say F is saturated if there exists some γ > 0 such that F is γ-saturated. We say F is
rich if there exists some c > 0 such that F is c|S|-rich.
Our first main result is the following:
Theorem 1.4. Assume S is a set of n points in Rd, and there is some c1-saturated c2n-
rich hyperplane P , then there is some positive constant γ depending on c1 and c2 such that
HS(R
d) ≥ γxnd−1 where x = |S \ P |.
When d = 2, since any line is saturated, we get back Erdo˝s-Beck’s theorem. To obtain a
result similar to corollary 1.2, we start with another classical result in [3]:
Theorem 1.5. [Beck’s theorem, 1983] Given an integer d ≥ 2, there are constants βd, γd in
(0, 1) such that given any set S of n points inRd, either there exists a hyperplane that contains
at least βdn points of S or the number of spanning hyperplanes is at least γdn
d.
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It may not be clear at first glance how this theorem when d = 2 is weaker than corollary
1.2. To see the difference, let’s ask what is the maximum value of βd so that there is some γd
that satisfies the condition mentioned above? By corollary 1.2, in two dimension, any β2 < 1
would work. However, this is no longer the case in higher dimensions. For example, in R3,
consider two skew lines l1, l2 and the set S consisting of n/2 points on each line (assuming n
is even). It is easy to see that any plane contains at most n/2 + 1 points of S, yet there are
only n spanning (hyper)planes.
It is proved in [9] that two skew lines case is the only obstacle: a set of points in R3 such
that no more than n− x of which lie on a plane or any pair of skew lines, determines Ω(nk2)
planes. This means for any β ∈ (0, 1), if no plane or two skew lines contain more than βn
points then the number of spanning planes is Θ(n3). In this paper we will extend this idea to
any dimension d ≥ 2:
Theorem 1.6. For any 0 < β < 1 there is some constant γ(β) depending on d and β such
that for any set S of n points in Rd, either there exists a collection of flats {F1, · · · , Fk} whose
union contains at least βn points of S and
∑k
i=1 dimFi < d, or HS(R
d) ≥ γ(β)nd.
Remark 1.7. After posting this paper on arXiv, the author learned that a stronger result was
proved by Ben Lund in [8] five months earlier. Indeed, theorem 2 part (1) in [8] implies
theorem 1.6. However, Lund’s method of proof is quite technical and complicated, using
projection and induction by the dimension. Our proof is simpler and more intuitive which
uses a completely different method. We believe using this result with some work, we can
recover Lund’s result. Moreover, for many applications such as point-hyperplane incidences
and point-cover problem, theorem 1.6 is enough.
In theorem 1.6, when d = 2, we get back corollary 1.2 since the only possible collection
of flat whose sum of dimension less than 2 is a line. Similarly, when d = 3 the only possible
collection of flat whose sum of dimension less than 3 is either a plane or two lines. Roughly
speaking, this theorem implies n points in Rd spans Θ(nd) hyperplanes (or the space Rd is
saturated) unless most points cluster to a collection of flats whose sum of dimension is strictly
less than d. This description is satisfactory because if all but o(n) points are outside union of
such a collection, we do not expect to getΘ(nd) hyperplanes, as shown in the following result:
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Proposition 1.8. S is a set of n points in Rd. Assume all but at most x points belong to the
union of flats {F1, . . . , Fk} where
∑k
i=1 dimFi < d, thenHS(R
d) ≤ (x+ d)nd−1.
We now discuss some applications of our results. An immediate consequence of theorem
1.6 is a stronger version of Beck’s theorem:
Corollary 1.9. Given an integer d ≥ 2, in Rd, for any βd ∈ (0,
1
d−1
) there is some γd such that
any n points in Rd defines at least γnd hyperplanes unless some hyperplane contains at least
βdn points. In other words, any 0 < βd <
1
d−1
works in theorem 1.5.
Indeed, let β = (d − 1)βd < 1 and choose γd = γ(β) as in theorem 1.6. If the number of
spanning hyperplanes is less than γdn
d, there is some collection of flats {F1, . . . , Fk} whose
union contains at least βn points. This implies some flat contains ≥ (β/k)n ≥ βdn points
since k ≤ d− 1. Any hyperplane that contains this flat must contain at least βdn points.
Theorem 1.6 also has some application in incidence geometry. In [5], Elekes and To´th gave
a bound for the number of k-rich γ-saturated hyperplanes w.r.t. n points in Rd, which in turns
implies a bound for the number of k-rich α- degenerate hyperplanes where α-degenerate flats
are defined as followed: An r-flat F in Rd is α-degenerate for some 0 < α ≤ 1 if F ∩ S 6= ∅
and at most α|F ∩ S| points of F ∩ S lie in an (r − 1)-flat.
Theorem 1.10. [Elekes-To´th] Given a set S of n points in Rd. There is some constant
C(d, γ) > 0 such that for any k, the number of k-rich, γ-saturated hyperplanes w.r.t. S is
at most C(d, γ)(ndk−(d+1) + nd−1k−(d−1)).
This, combined with Beck’s theorem, implies there are positive constants βd−1 and C(d)
such that for any set n points in Rd, the number of k-rich βd−1-degenerate hyperplanes is at
most C(d)(ndk−(d+1) + nd−1k−(d−1)).
When d = 3 using Erdo˝s-Beck’s theorem, one obtains a stronger result: for any β ∈
(0, 1) there is some constant C such that the number of k-rich β-degenerate planes is at most
C(n3k−4 + n2k−2).
By corollary 1.9, the second part of this theorem holds for any βd−1 < 1/(d−1). Moreover,
if we redefine α-degenerate as:
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Definition 1.11. For integers 0 < r ≤ d, given a point set S and an r-flat F in Rd, we say F
is α-degenerate for some 0 < α ≤ 1 if F ∩ S 6= ∅ and at most α|F ∩ S| points of F ∩ S lie
in union of some flats whose sum of dimension is strictly less than r.
then using theorem 1.6, we have a stronger version of theorem 1.10 in any dimension:
Corollary 1.12. For any β ∈ (0, 1), there is some positive constant C(d, β) such that for any
set n points inRd, the number of k-rich β-degenerate hyperplanes is at mostC(d, β)(ndk−(d+1)+
nd−1k−(d−1)).
This result in turns has some potential application to the point covering problem. Point
covering problem is a famous problem in computation geometry which asks for efficient ways
to cover n points in space using lines, curves or hyperplanes, hypersurfaces. In [1], the au-
thors use the point-hyperplane bound in theorem 1.10 to derive a good hyperplane covering
algorithm. However, it only works in R3 because of the strong result when d = 3. Corollary
1.12 is one step closer to extend this result to any dimension.
The structure of the paper is as followed: section 2 is preliminary; section 3 we prove
theorem 1.4; in section 4, we prove theorem 1.6 in R3. The proof of the general case will be
presented in section 5. We conclude with several open questions in section 6.
2. PRELIMINARY
Observe that if we embedRd intoRPd, theorem 1.4 and 1.6 still hold. From now on, we will
assume we are working over RPd even if the statement says Rd. The advantage of working
over projective spaces is that we do not need to worry about parallel situation. For example,
in RP3, given any line l and P , either l ⊂ P or l ∩ P at exactly a point. This does not hold in
R3 as l can be parallel to P . In this case we can say l ∩ P at the infinity point. In general,
Lemma 2.1. For any flats A,B in RPd, let 〈A,B〉 denote the span of A and B, the smallest
flat that contains both A and B. Then
dim〈A,B〉 =


dimA + dimB + 1 ifA ∩ B = ∅
dimA + dimB − dimA ∩ B otherwise
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3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.4
In this section we will prove theorem 1.4. The key idea is to pair each point outside P to
a spanning hyperplane of P to form a spanning hyperplane of Rd, then use lemma 3.1 and
Cauchy-Schwartz inequality to take care of the over-counting.
Indeed, since P is c1-saturated and c2n-rich w.r.t. S, the number of spanning hyperplanes
in P (which are (d − 2)-dim flats of Rd) is big: HS(P ) ≥ c1|S ∩ P |
d−1 ≥ c1c
d−1
2 n
d−1. Let
X = S \P , the set of points of S outside P , then |X| = x. Pairing each spanning hyperplanes
of P with a point in X we get a spanning hyperplane of our space. If all those hyperplanes
are distinct, we expect to see ∼ xnd−1 of them, exactly what we are trying to prove. However
those hyperplanes are usually not distinct. It would be bad if all points of X belong to a line l
and all spanning hyperplanes of P pass through l ∩ P . Fortunately this is not the case, as the
following lemma shows:
Lemma 3.1. For a fixed point q ∈ P (where P is a (d − 1) dim flat), there are at most nd−2
spanning hyperplanes of P passing through q.
In particular, for any given a set S of n points in the plane, the number of S-spanned lines
passing through a fixed point q (not necessarily in S) is at most n.
Proof. In any spanning hyperplane H of P that passes through q, we can find d − 2 points of
S ∩ H so that they together with q form d − 1 points in general position that spans H . Two
hyperplanes are distinct only if we can find distinct sets of d− 2 points. Hence the number of
hyperplanes is at most
(
n
d−2
)
< nd−2. 
Now consider the set of all hyperplanes spanned by a point inX and a spanning hyperplane
of P : P = {P1, . . . , PL} and assume |Pi ∩X| = ai. Then
L∑
i=1
ai = #{(q,H) : q ∈ X,H ∈ HS(P )} ≥ c1c
d−1
2 xn
d−1
Here we abuse the notation HS(P ) to denote the set of all S-spanned hyperplanes of P . On
the other hand, consider
J = #{(q1, q2, Pi) : Pi ∈ P; q1, q2 ∈ X ∩ Pi; q1 6= q2}
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For each choice of (q1, q2), the line through them intersect P at some point q. For hyperplane
Pi in P that contain q1, q2, Pi ∩ P at some hyperplane of P that contains q. By lemma 3.1,
number of choices for such hyperplanes is at most nd−2. Hence J ≤ x2nd−2.
On the other hand, for each fixed Pi, there are
(
ai
2
)
choices for (q1, q2). Using Cauchy-
Schwartz inequality:
J =
L∑
i=1
(
ai
2
)
≥
1
3
L∑
i=1
a2i − L ≥
1
3L
(
L∑
i=1
ai
)2
− L ≥ 2c
(xnd−1)2
L
− L
where 2c = 1/3(c1c2)
2. Rewrite the inequality as JL + L2 ≥ cx2n2d−2, we must have
either L2 ≥ cx2n2d−2 or LJ ≥ cx2n2d−2. As J ≤ x2nd−2 and x ≤ n, in both cases, we
would have L ≥ γxnd−1 for some constant γ depending on c1 and c2. Finally it is clear
HS(R
d) ≥ L ≥ γxnd−1. This completes our proof of theorem 1.4. 
4. THREE DIMENSIONAL CASE
In this section we will prove theorem 4.1, a special case of our main theorem 1.6 when
d = 3. We want to prove it separately because its proof is similar, yet much simpler than
the general case. We hope that by understanding the proof in this simple case, readers can
convince themselves that our strategy works for the general case as well. It is of course totally
fine to skip this section and go straight to the next one where the general case’s proof is
presented.
Theorem 4.1. For any β ∈ (0, 1), there is some constant γ depending on β such that: for
any n-points set S in R3, either there exists a plane contains at least βn points of S, or there
are two skew lines whose union contains at least βn points of S, or the number of spanning
hyperplanes exceeds γn3. As a consequence, any β3 ∈ (0, 1/2) would work in theorem 1.5.
Assume no plane or two skew lines contains more than βn points of S, we need to show
HS(R
3) &β n
3. Here the notation &β means we can put a constant that may depends on β
right after ≥ to make the inequality correct. We will sometimes write& when the dependence
on β is implicit.
By Beck’s theorem 1.5, if no plane contains more than β3n points, the space is saturated
and we are done. So assume there is some plane P1 that contains more than β3n points. If
P1 is γ2-saturated, theorem 1.4 implies HS(R
3) & (n − |P1 ∩ S|)n
2 & (1 − β)n3 since no
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plane contains more than βn points. If P1 is not γ2-saturated, by theorem 1.5, some line, say
l1, contains more than β2|P ∩ S| ≥ β2β3n points of S. Excluding this line, there remains
at least (1 − β)n points. We can repeat our argument for those points to find another line l2
that contains at least (1 − β)β2β3n points. If l1, l2 belongs to a same plane, then that plane is
saturated and contains a portion of points, so we can again apply theorem 1.4. Otherwise l1
and l2 are skew. Because of our assumption, excluding those two lines we still have at least
(1− β)n points. Repeat the argument one more time, we can find another line l3 that contains
at least (1 − β)β2β3n points and is skew to l1 and l2. We finish our proof by the following
lemma:
Lemma 4.2. Given 3 lines l1, l2, l3 in R
3, pairwise skew, and |li ∩ S| ≥ cin for i = 1, 2, 3.
Then HS(R
3) &c1,c2,c3 n
3.
Proof. Heuristically if we pick a point on each line, they will form ∼ n3 planes, but those
planes may not be distinct. To guarantee distinctness, we need to pick our points more care-
fully: for any p1 ∈ l1, choose p2 ∈ l2 that does not belong to 〈p1, l3〉, then choose p3 ∈ l3
which does not belong to 〈p1, l2〉 or 〈l1, p2〉. Now p1, p2, p3 spans some plane H such that
H ∩ li = pi. Hence all planes 〈p1, p2, p3〉 are distinct. So the number of spanning planes is at
least c1n(c2n − 1)(c3n − 2) & n
3 (since we are not allowed to pick at most 1 point in l2 and
at most 2 points in l3). 
5. HIGHER DIMENSIONS
The main purpose of this section is to prove theorem1.6. But before we start, we will prove
Proposition 1.8, which illustrates that our result is tight.
Proof of Proposition 1.8: For any spanning hyperplane H , we can pick d points in S ∩ H
in general position that generates H , call that set DH . One hyperplane may have many gen-
erating sets, but two distinct hyperplanes must have distinct ones. Thus HS(R
d) is at most
the number of generating sets {DH}. If DH contains a point outside ∪Fi, there are at most x
choices for that point, and
(
n
d−1
)
< nd−1 choices for the remaining d− 1 points. Therefore in
this case the number of distinct DH is at most xn
d−1. Otherwise, assume DH contains only
points in ∪Fi. Let ai denote the dimension of Fi, and bi = |DH ∩ Fi|. As
∑
bi ≥ d >
∑
ai,
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there must exist some i such that bi > ai, which implies Fi ⊂ H . For each i ∈ [k], two
hyperplanes H1 and H2 that contains Fi are distinguished by the set DH1 \ Fi and DH2 \ Fi.
Since |DH \Fi| = d−ai−1 for each suchH , there are at most n
d−ai−1 spanning hyperplanes
that contains Fi. Summing together #{DH} ≤ kn
d−1. Therefore, the number of spanning
hyperplanes do not exceed (x+ d)nd−1. 
We now proceed to the proof of theorem 1.6. The overall strategy is similar to that of the
3 dimensional cases presented in the previous section: Assume any collection of flats whose
sum of dimensions less than d does not contain more than βn points of S, we will show that
HS(R
d) & nd. By Beck’s theorem 1.5, if no hyperplane contains more than βdn points, the
space is saturated and we are done. So assume there is some βdn-rich hyperplane P1. If
HS(P1) ≥ γd−1|P1∩S|
d−1 & nd−1, we can apply theorem 1.4 as now we have a rich saturated
hyperplane. Otherwise, by Beck’s theorem, P1 contains some (βd|S∩P1|)- rich hyperplane P2
(which is of dimension d − 2). Again by Beck’s theorem, either P2 is saturated or it contains
some rich hyperplane. Repeating this argument, we end up with a c1n-rich γk-saturated k-flat
for some constant c1 and k ≤ d− 1.
By our assumption, this flat contains at most βn points. Excluding this flat we are left
with at least (1 − β)n points. Hence we can find another rich and saturated flat. Repeating
this argument, we end up with a collection of rich saturated flats {F1, . . . , Fk} whose sum of
dimensions is greater than or equal to d.
We want to prove a result similar to lemma 4.2: a collection of rich saturated flats whose
sum is at least d defines nd hyperplanes. However, notice that if 〈F1, F2〉, the span of F1 and
F2, i.e. the smallest flat that contains both F1 and F2, has dimension less than dimF1+dimF2,
by replacing F1, F2 by 〈F1, F2〉, we obtain another collection of flats whose sum of dimensions
decreases. That observation inspires the following definition:
Definition 5.1. Consider a collection of flats {F1, . . . , Fk} in R
d. For any I ⊂ [k] :=
{1, · · · , k}, FI denote the span of {Fi}i∈I . This collection is called good if dimF[k] = d ≤∑
i dimFi while dimFI ≥
∑
i∈I dimFi for any I ( [k].
We are now ready to state the generalization of lemma 4.2.
Lemma 5.2. In Rd, if there are a good collection of flats {F1, · · · , Fk} each Fi is of dimension
ai, γai-saturated and cin-rich w.r.t. S, then HS(R
d) & nd.
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We will show that this lemma finishes our proof of theorem 1.6.
Proof of theorem 1.6: Recall from the beginning of this section: after applying Beck’s the-
orem many times, we have a collection of rich saturated flats whose sum of dimensions is
at least d. If this collection is not a good one, which means there is some I ⊂ [k] so that
dimFI <
∑
i∈I dimFi. By lemma 5.2 apply for d = dimFI , FI is saturated; clearly FI is
rich. So we can replace {Fi}i∈I by their union, FI , to get a new collection of flats whose
sum of dimensions decreases. If the sum of dimensions is strictly less than d, we repeat our
argument using Beck’s theorem to find a new rich saturated flat. If the sum of dimensions is
at least d but the collection is still not good, again we can find a way to combine flats FI as
above. This guarantees we will obtain a good collection of flats at some point. Using lemma
5.2, our space is saturated. 
It remains to prove lemma 5.2, which will be the hardest part of this paper. We encourage
readers to read lemma 4.2, a simple version where the good collection of flats are 3 pairwise
skew lines, before proceeding any further. If you find some step in the following proof hard to
follow, think about what it means in the case of 3 skew lines.
Proof of lemma 5.2: There are two cases: when the sum of dimensions is d, and when the
sum is strictly greater than d. Let us consider case 1 first, as it is simpler. Case 2 is similar
with modification at the last step.
Case 1:
∑k
i=1 ai = d
Heuristically, if we pick ai points in S∩Fi for each i to form
∑
i ai = d points, those points
are likely to generate an S-spanned hyperplane. There are ∼ nai choices for points in Fi, and
thus ∼ n
∑
ai = nd spanning hyperplanes. There are two things that may go wrong: d chosen
points may not generate a hyperplane, and the generated hyperplanes may not be distinct. In
order to use the saturated of flats Fi, instead of picking ai points, let us pick an S- spanned
hyperplanes Pi in each Fi. Since Fi is saturated, there are still ∼ n
ai choices for Pi. One
way to make sure 〈P1, . . . , Pk〉 =: H are distinct is to choose Pi so that H ∩ Fi = Pi. That
motivates the following definition:
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Definition 5.3. In Rd, given a good collection of flats {F1, . . . , Fk} w.r.t. S, a sequence of
flats {P1, . . . , Pk} where Pi is a hyperplane of Fi is a nice sequence if 〈P1, . . . , Pk〉 = H is a
spanning hyperplane of Rd and H ∩ Fi = Pi.
Clearly each nice sequence generates a distinct spanning hyperplane. Indeed, assume
{P1, . . . , Pk} and {Q1, . . . , Qk} are two nice sequences that generate a same hyperplane H .
Then Pi = Fi ∩ H = Qi for all i, so two sequences are the same. It remains to show there
are & nd distinct nice sequences. As in lemma 4.2, we shall pick Pi one at a time in a careful
manner. We use the following notations: FI := 〈{Fi}i∈I〉; PI = 〈{Pi}i∈I〉; aI =
∑
i∈I ai and
[n] = {1, . . . , n}.
For s = 1, . . . , k, assume we have picked P1, . . . , Ps−1. When s = 1 it means we have not
picked any flat yet. We now choose a spanning hyperplane Ps of Fs such that: 〈Ps, PI , FJ〉 =
〈Fs, PI , FJ〉 for any I ⊂ [s− 1], J ⊂ [k] \ I that satisfies 〈PI , FJ〉 ∩ Fs 6= ∅.
Claim 1: There are at least µsn
as choices for such Ps with some positive constant µs.
Proof of claim 1: We count how many spanning hyperplanes in Fs that we cannot pick. For
any I ⊂ [s − 1], J ( [s + 1, . . . , k] such that 〈PI , FJ〉 ∩ Fl = QI,J 6= ∅. Any hyperplane
P in F1 that does not contain QI,J satisfies our condition because 〈QI,J , Ps〉 is strictly bigger
than Ps, hence must be Fs. The number of S-spanned hyperplanes in Fs that contains a fixed
point is bounded by nas−1, hence the number of excluded hyperplanes is .d n
as−1. Since Fs
is γas-saturated, HS(Fs) ≥ γasn
as , so for big enough n there remains a portion of nas choices
for Ps. 
Claim 2: For any I ⊂ [k] and J ⊂ [k] \ I we have:
(5.4) dim〈PI , FJ〉 =


aI − 1 if J = ∅
≥ aI∪J if J 6= ∅
In particular, the sequence {Pi}i∈[k] is a nice one.
Proof of claim 2: We prove (5.4) holds for any I ⊂ [s] by induction by s. When s = 0,
I = ∅, condition (5.4) becomes dimFJ ≥ aJ which is true as the collection {Fi} is good.
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Assume (5.4) holds for any I ⊂ [s−1], we will show that it still holds for any I ⊂ [s]. Clearly
we only need to consider the case s ∈ I .
If 〈PI\s, FJ〉 ∩ Fs = ∅, clearly 〈PI\s, FJ〉 ∩ Ps = ∅, thus dim〈PI , FJ〉 = dim〈PI\s, FJ〉 +
dimPs+1 ≥ aI∪J\s+(as−1)+1 = aI∪J by lemma 2.1. If on the other hand, 〈PI\s, FJ〉∩Fs 6=
∅, by our choice of Ps, 〈PI , FJ〉 = 〈PI\s, FJ∪s〉 ≥ aI∪J as (5.4) holds up to s− 1.
By induction, dimP[s−1] = a[s−1]−1 and dim〈P[s−1]Fs〉 ≥ a[s]. This implies dim〈P[s−1], Fs〉 >
dimP[s−1] + dimFs. As a consequence, we must have P[s−1] ∩ Fs = ∅ by lemma 2.1. Thus
dimP[s] = 〈P[s−1], Ps〉 = dimP[s−1] + dimPs + 1 = a[s] − 1 as we wished.
Finally we prove {Pi}i is a nice sequence. Let H := P[k], then H is a hyperplane as
dimH = a[k] − 1 = d − 1. For any i ∈ [k], H ∩ Fi has codimension at most 1 in Fi, hence
either H ∩ Fi = Fi or Pi. If there is some i such that H ∩ Fi 6= Pi, then Fi ⊂ H , and
〈Fi, P[k]\i〉 ⊂ H . However, by (5.4), dim〈Fi, P[k]\i〉 ≥ a[k] = d, contradiction. 
Case 2: The sum of dimensions of good flats is strictly bigger than d. We will start with
a simple example to inspire the general solution.
Example: {F1, F2, F3} in R
8, each of dimensions three, pairwise non-intersecting and
〈F1, F2, F3〉 = R
5. Heuristically, we can no longer take a spanning hyperplane in each flat
because if we pick 3 generic points of S in each flat to form a plane, those 9 points may span
the whole space. Instead, we should take 3 points in S ∩ F1, 3 points in S ∩ F2 and only 2
points in S ∩ F3. As in Case 1, we can find many S-spanned planes P1 ⊂ F1 and P2 ⊂ F2
such that 〈P1, P2, F3〉 = R
8 and dim〈P1, P2〉 = 5. By lemma 2.1, 〈P1, P2〉 ∩ F3 at some point
Q, not necessarily a point of S. Let Q1 := 〈P1, F2〉 ∩ F3 and Q2 := 〈F1, P2〉 ∩ F3, then by
dimension counting Q1, Q2 are two lines in F3 and Q1 ∩Q2 = Q.
If there is a plane P3 in F3 that contains Q and an S-spanned line l but does not contain
Q1, Q2, then we can check thatH := 〈P1, P2, P3〉 is a spanned hyperplane ofR
8 andH∩Fi =
Pi for i = 1, 2, 3. Indeed, dimH = dim〈P1, P2〉 + dimP3 = 5 + 2 = 7; H is S-spanned
because we can find 3 points in S ∩ P1, 3 points in S ∩ P2 and 2 points in S ∩ l to form 8
points of S ∩H in general position. To prove H ∩ Fi = Pi, we prove H does not contain Fi.
For i = 1, 2, H does not contain Fi because P3 does not contain Qi. For i = 3, if F3 ⊂ H ,
H = 〈P1, P2, F3〉 = R
8 contradiction.
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It remains to count how many choices there are for P3. In F3 which we shall treat as the
space R3, consider the projection map pi : F3 → F where x 7→ 〈Q, x〉 ∩ F . Pick F generic
so that #pi(S ∩ F3) ∼ n. Since F3 is saturated, those points define ∼ n
2 distinct lines.
Excluding pi(Q1), pi(Q2), those statement remain unchanged. The span ofQ with any of those
pi(S ∩ F3)-spanned lines form a plane P3 that satisfies our condition. There are ∼ n
2 choices
for P3, combine with ∼ n
3 choices for each P1, P2 we have ∼ n
8 spanning hyperplanes.
Back to our general case: {Fi}
k
i=1 is a good collection of flats and
∑k
i=1 ai = d + x for
some x ≥ 1. Observe that a[k−1] ≤ d − 1 because otherwise we should have considered the
collection {F1, . . . , Fk−1} instead. As a consequence, x ≤ ak − 1. We first pick a sequence
{P1, . . . , Pk−1} of spanning flats as in case 1. Those flats satisfy for any I ⊂ [k − 1]:
(5.5) dim〈PI , FJ〉 =


aI − 1 if J = ∅
≥ aI∪J if J 6= ∅, J ( [k] \ I
d ifJ = [k] \ I
Now we pick a hyperplane Pk of Fk not necessarily S-spanned to form a nice sequence
{P1, . . . , Pk}, i.e. H := 〈P1, . . . , Pk〉 is an S-spanned hyperplane of R
d and H ∩ Fi = Pi.
Since dimP[k−1] = a[k−1] − 1, by lemma 2.1, P[k−1] intersects Fk at some (x − 1)-dim flat
Q. For each i ∈ [k − 1], 〈Fi, P[k−1]\{i}〉 intersects Fk at some x-dim flat Qi which contains Q.
As in the example, any Pk that contains Q and an S-spanned (ak − x− 1)-flat in Fk but does
not contain Qi for i = 1, . . . , k − 1 will satisfy our condition. The proof is quite simple and
completely similar to that in the example, hence we will omit it here.
In Fk which is equivalent to R
ak , consider a map pi which is a projection from Q to some
generic (ak − x)-dim flat F such that most points of S ∩ Fk remain distinct. By dimension
counting, each Qi is projected to a point qi in F . Excluding those k − 1 points, there remains
a portion of n points in F . As Fk is S-saturated, we must have F is pi(S)-saturated. In other
words, there are & nak−x flats of dimension (ak − x− 1) that are spanned by pi(S). The span
of Q with each of these flats will generate a hyperplane Pk satisfy our conditions. Hence we
have& na1+···+ak−1+ak−x = nd distinct hyperplanes in Rd. This concludes our proof of lemma
5.2. 
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6. EXTENSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper we have generalized the Erdo˝s-Beck theorem to higher dimensions as stated in
theorems 1.4 and 1.6. It implies a stronger version of Beck’s theorem (corollary 1.9) and has
some application in incidence geometry. Here are some final thoughts:
(1) What happens in other fields? Proof of Beck’s theorem uses (a weaker version of)
Szemere´di-Trotter theorem. Since Szemere´di-Trotter theorem still holds in complex
fields as proved in [12] and [11], we can easily extend Beck’s theorem to Cd and all
the results in this paper can be extended as well. As mentioned before, only partial
result is known in finite fields. We wonder whether this partial result can be extended
to high dimensions in any way using the techniques in this paper.
(2) What is the best bound for βd when d ≥ 4? In corollary 1.9 we show that any βd <
1/(d− 1) works in Beck’s theorem. This bound is tight when d = 2 and 3, but it may
not be tight for d ≥ 4. In R4, if we choose 3 pair-wise skew lines each contains n/3
points, some hyperplane will contain two lines, and thus 2n/3 points. We conjecture
that the best bound for β4 is β4 < 1/2 by choosing a line and a plane in general
position, each contains n/2 points. In general, we suspect we can find best bound for
βd by carefully analysing all possibilities of flats whose sum of dimensions is less than
d.
(3) Matroidal version: we can think of the plane as a simple matroid, a line is a 2 − flat,
a maximal set of rank 2. In a simple matroid, most essential properties of points and
lines still holds: two lines intersects at at most 1 point, 2 distinct points define at most
a line. However, Beck’s theorem may not hold in finite fields, we suspect it may not
hold in matroids either.
(4) In paper [2], Apfelbaum and Sharir used results about incidences between points and
degenerate hyperplanes in [5] to show that if the number of incidences between n
points and m arbitrary hyperplanes is big enough, the incidence graph must contain
a large complete bipartite subgraph. We wonder if our new version of this result,
corollary 1.12, would yield any better result.
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